
^CONiENTS

Wrldware •
The Age Of Portables Computers are now

166becoming so small they can be carried in a
briefcase, But what would you use such a
device for?

Epson HX-20 The first genuinely portable
169computer to feature a built-in display, printer

and microcassette

Software

Adventure Playground Adventure games
161are now rivalling arcade games in popularity.

What makes them so addictive?

Basic Programming

Leaving It To Chance Producing random
172numbers can be quite a difficult task for a

computer, but they're needed for games

Insights

Microworlds Limited environments are set
164up on a computer using the Logo language,

in which children can explore and learn

On Two Wheels A floor robot can make
176both an entertaining and educational add-on

to your home computer

1Passwords T puting

Sweet Sixteen Counting in base 16 can be 179
more productive than you might think

^Pioneei 1omputing II
Chuck Peddle One of computing's founding  1 Q O
fathers, this man designed the 6502 chip, the
PET and the Sirius 1

Seen In Perspective Vector graphics is the INSIDE

means by which some arcade machines BACK
produce sharp line drawings in perspective COVER

Next Week
• We take a close look at Texas
Instruments' T19914A — at less
than £100 its rather like being
offered a limousine for the price
of a minicar. But even
limousines have snags...

• By storing a digitised picture'
of the building blocks of speech,
and then stringing them
together at the right speed and
rhythm, computers can talk °

t `back to us

•We enter the realm of sci-fi •
and look at computer animation:
is it just an illustrator's aid or a
whole new a rt to rn?
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